A teachillg aid is exactly zclwt it says t't is-all aid to teachillg. So matter liow exciting the aid JJlay be, its productioll is 1I0t all end in itsdf, merely a means to all clld. Teaching aids are JJlost effectic'e and call be best jllstified ,dlCII a need for them has been demonstrated and when they can be shown to claniy the teachillg of points and problems 'iehich stl/dents have formerly found dij)icult to understand.
I~TIWDCCTIOX
Teaching Aids are an accepted part of educational practice and anaesthetists have been quick to apply new developments to the teaching of their specialty. I n scientific meeting,; teaching aids are such an accepted part of the presentation of papers that speakers suffer pangs of guilt if their lecture is not accompanied by slides or some other visual aid.
It is abo commonly assUlned by man" that a teaching aid i" sometfIing \\'hich nlust lw'plugged in and "",itched on. \\"hibt thi" is trup of many teaching aids there arc many others which are much simpler yet very effective.
.\r{E TEACHIXG ,\IDS \\'OlnH\\'HILE ? The use of a teaching aid invariably im'olyes the teacher in additional work. En'n when he has not taken the time and effort to prepare the aid himself it still requires time to assess it and incorporate it into a personal teaching programme. The additional work involved is worthwhile only if the student learns better or faster when th~ aid is used, It is difficult for an individual teacher to determine whether learning has improved when aiels are added to a teaching programme and he must rely on impressions and student comment. Engel changes in students' learning. In a three vear investigation into the use of audio tape recordings some of the questions which they investigated were:
1. How acceptable to the student is learning with audio tape recordings under a variety of specified conditions? .) How educationally effective is learning with audio tape recordings under those same conditions? c\pproximately 1,:200 studellb were tested before and after using audio-tape programmes, supplemented in many cases by leaflets or small books, The investigation showed that tape recordings were favourably received by the majority of student,;, programmes were effedive, the academically successful students benefited more than th-e least able students, and individuals who studied with tapes performed better than those who had listened to lectures. However, there was no difference between indi\'idual learning by listening to tapes and individual study using equivaleIlt texts. Similar e\'aluations ha ye been carried out for tape-slide programmes at many centres and the results show in most cases that learning does improve when programmes are well prepared and well used (Engel, Irvine and \\'akeford 19j~). In the learning situation aids can also 1)(' a useful means of breaking up the periods of instruction and of emphasizing points which have been made. The decline in audience concentration and attention which occurs over a Anaesthesia and IlIiel1Si1'e Carf, J·ol. 1 F, l\'n. 4, Novelllber, 11176 period of about 20 minutes during a lecture can be reversed by the use of an appropriate teaching aid as an introduction to a change of topic or a change of pace. Interest is reinforced and the aid can be used to provide a summary either of the work just done or as an introduction to that which follows.
Teaching aids can be very personal and an aid which complements a lecture given by one person may be quite inappropriate when used in a similar lecture given by another person. This must be remembered when a lecturer proposes to use aids produced by persons other than himself.
The use of aids is not limited to formal teaching programmes. Aids are being used increasingly for self teaching and in many centres the library offers students a choice of texts, tapes, slides and video tape with appropriate replay equipment. In this case the utilization of the material gives some guide to its likely value.
PRINCIPLES OF TEACHING AID SELECTION
Before developing a teaching aid the proposer must ask and satisfactorily answer certain questions:
(a) \Vhat is the purpose of the learning session? Is it for remembering facts, or (Thomas 1974) is it to promote comprehen:oion? Is it to alter attitudes or is it to encourage the development of a skill ? (b) Can the objective be achieved by simple verbal description, or will some teaching aid improve the transfer of knowledge? (c) Are the time and cost required to produce the aid justified by the expected result ? A careful consideration of these questions will help the lecturer decide whether he should use a teaching aid, either produced by himself or by some other organization. The chart ( Figure 1 ) illustrates a logical sequence designed to simplify the selection of teaching aids (Thomas 1974) . It is particularly relevant to anaesthesia because most of our teaching involves either unobservable concepts with observable effects or concrete objects. In either case some form of teaching aid can be expected to improve student learning.
Further practical advice on the selection and use of conventional teaching aids is given in the film" Instructional Techniques: Visual Aids: ". This 16 mm colour and optical sound film is obtainable on loan from most if not all Government Film Agencies throughout Australia and New Zealand. A list of agencies can be found in the Faculty Teaching Aid Bulletin (1975) .
Let us now consider some of the aids which are available to an instructor.
AVAILABLE AIDS

Texts
The most widely used teaching aid is one which most people rarely think of as an aid to teaching. This is a text to accompany or supplement a lecture. The text may be a book recommended by the lecturer, it may be an abstract of notes from some other source, or it may be notes which he has prepared for this particular programme.
Programmed notes, sometimes also called semi-notes are a useful teaching aid. The lecturer prepares for his students, typed notes which contain statements or explanations followed by questions and spaces for the student to complete the notes. By the end of a lecture the students' notes are a mixture of typed material from the lecturer, supplemented by their own handwritten answers to questions, or summaries which they have made.
Display Boards
Advances in the manufacture of chalk boards have resulted in the introduction of materials which eliminate the dust problem. These boards are metal, covered in white enamel and may be written on with water soluble coloured inks which can be effortlessly removed with a dry cloth. Being metallic the boards will accept the enormous range of magnetic teaching materials which are now available. They are commonly known as white boards.
]OH:-.l D. PAULL A chalk boaru or white board should be useu in such a way that it provides a summary of the basic points discussed in the lecture, illustrations of any graphs or experiments which may be done and a brief statement of the conclusions. All too often the chalk board ends up looking like a drunken writer's notebook. This is distracting and ineffective.
Slides
After texts and chalk boards, slides are probably the most common teaching aid used. Assistance with the technical production of effective slides is available from photographic and audio-visual aid departments in most major hospitals and Universities throughout Australia and New Zealand. Further information can be obtained fWIll various publications dealing with slide production (Rigg Hlti9, Cniversity of :'Ilelbourne lU(iti). All major film manufacturing companies produce leafleb on the production of coloured slides. Regrettably, most people continue to ignore the recommendations of the slide experts and produce material which is hopelessly overcrowded, unreadable or uninteresting. A slide from which the speaker reads at length \yill induce sleep faster than any pharmacological agent.
07'crlzcad Projector
The overhead projector IS becoming increasingly popular. The reason for this is n?t difficult to scc. It allows the tutor, while still facing the audience, to display \\Tittcn material on a screen behind him. The tutor may write as he lectures, using a felt pen on acetate sheet or he may use typewritten material, on acC'iate, or illustrations from hooks or journals, produced by a special copier. In every case, clear, large size images are projected onto any convenient surface.
Film
Eight or Hj mm film is also a useful teaching aid hut it differs from slides in one significant \ya\,. It is ob\'ious that the order and nature of the slides shown in a lecture is entirelv under the control of the lecturer. ~ot so with film. When film is used a theme is developed, explained and demon~trated in a way which the producer of the film has decided and the lecturer has little or no control over the sequence of events shown. N eyertheless short film segments in a lecture can be yerv effectiye. You are not obliged to use the 'whole film. Select the segment which suits your purpose.
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Colour or mon(lChrome \'ideo snippets arc useful in that t!Je~' can he incorporated into a lecture at the wish of the lecturer to illustrate a practical prohlem or to make a point about a procedure.
The production uf short te\cyision snippets is timc consuming but \yhen well done they allo\\' relatively rare procedures or clinical signs to Iw seen by large audiences.
A serious problem with telcvision is the lack of a single recording standard. Video recording equipment is a\'ailable in several models which produce non-interchangeable tapes. ~ either tape widths nor cassette configurations are standardized and it is important that those involved in the production and use of yideo material in major cities should come to some agreement so that material produced in one city at least can be used by all interested persons in that city.
In :'IIelbourne, for example, most m'lJor medical producers now use the ! inch C -matic cassette system. Programmes can be transferred from one form to another but there is an ine\'itable loss of quality.
.1lodel" ilnd Diil!!.rilllls Charts and diagrams produced in a variet\ of ways may he useful, particularly in small group teaching, where students can be invited to \\"Ork their way through a process or to explain the opcration of SOIllC piece of apparatus.
Similarl\, mode],.; and cut-a\ya\' version,.; of equipment,' when a\'ailable, can b-e particularly useful for relating the structure of an apparatus to its function. L'nfortunately, the production of cut-away apparatus is an extremely expcnsin' operation and models cut away in this manller can usually only he found in major museums.
Service Equipment
Because of the nature of their work anaesthetists and their students arc in constant contact with equipment \\'hich has enormou,.; potential as an aid to teaching. Sadl~' onl\, a very small part of this potential is utilized. Flowmeters, pressure gauges, respirometers and oxygen analysers are avilable to everyone and all can be used to demonstrate basic physical Jaws. ,rith a little imagination man\' interesting phenomena can he clarifiecl. J f oxygen is used as a carrier gas an oxygen meter will function as an indicator of the vapour percentage produced by a vaporizer. TIlt' finger plethysmograph, commonly used III operating theatres as a monitoring device will let a student demonstrate circulatory changes due to postural change, pain or the Valsalva manoeuvre.
Vaporizers can be calibrated using a pharmacy taring balance, a source of gas, and a flowmeter. The hospital electricians will cheerfully demonstrate the electrical pulses from a nerve stimulator on their oscilloscope. Biochemists will allow trainees to measure drug pH to confirm the statements of standard texts. Every department should have simple tools to allow trainees to take equipment apart and reassemble it.
Students should be encouraged to take nothing for granted and should make measurements on their equipment at every opportunity. Points in dispute should be settled by experiment wherever possible.
Since every anaesthetist spends far more time anaesthetizing than attending lectures this more familiar equipment is of far greater importance as an aid to his teaching. Unfortunately we have overlooked the enormous potential of this everyday equipment. Familiarity has indeed bred contempt. EVALUATION Finally, the question of evaluation. In every case where a teaching aid has been used during a learning experience the aid's contribution to the student's learning should be evaluated. Wherever possible all the students should be asked their opinion of the aid. If it is possible a pre and post test should he conducted to determine whether or not the aid made a significant contribution to the learning.
Informal evaluation of a teaching aid is usually carried out by the lecturer during or at the end of a lecture and he is able to assess whether or not it appears to have had its desired impact. More precise analysis of the functions of a teaching aid require the use of carefully prepared questionnaires and detailed analysis of the data gained. The time for this detailed objective evaluation is not usually available in a busy department and most tutors tend to rely on their subjective impressions. If a tutor is sensitive to the non verbal messages generated by his audience then this subjective impression is likely to be reasonably accurate.
In Australasia, tutors interested in gaining further information about teaching aids, including their production and evaluation may receive assistance from the Faculty of Anaesthetists' Teaching Aid Committee.
